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Abslmd- In thlr papa, we are trylng to study the mftk 
grmmiog pmblem by mlnhidog overall nehvork coat that 
Includes the " c e l v e n  required as wcfl as the number o f  
wavelengths. A onthemadcai fwmnhdon of the mftk 
gmolning pmblem In meah netWorlQ Is propard. We a h  
describe a hmistfc udng Blocking lshnd @I) paradigm. 
Shulsdons hive been eanied out to prove eRdveness of our 
henrlrtic 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In WDM msmission, each data channel is carried on a 
unique wavelength (or optical fnquency) and a single optical 
fiber has many different wavelengths. A lightpath 
(wavelength continuous path without processing in 
intermediate nodes) is needed to set up for an end-bend 
transmission Because of the lightpath continuity constraint, 
we need to consider the routing as well as pick up appropriate 
wavelength when a traffic request arrives. This problem is 
called routing and wavel& assignment (RWA) problem. 
When solving RWA problem people usually simplify the 
traffic request, assuming each traffic request occupies exactly 
an entire lightpath capacity. But in practice, the bandwidth 
requirement of each traffic request is oflen only some fraction 
of lightpath capacity. A lightpath t)pically carries many 
multiplexed low-speed traffic streams with each streem 
having its own source and destination. In order to utilize 
bandwidth more effectively, the problem of allowing several 
independent traffic stnams to "sharing" the bandwidth of a 
lightpath is called t&ic Doming problem. 

Most early work on traffic grooming was focused on 
SONET (Synchronous optical networks) rings. The objective 
is to minimize the number of SONET ADMs ~ ~ U ~ I U D  

(a) solution 1 

Fig. 1. The illustrative example of traffic grooming in 
WDM optical mesh networks 

Consider a 5-node mesh network topology as shown in Fig. 
1. Assume it is a single fiber WDM optical network with each 
fiber having one wavelength channel. The capacity of each 
wavelength channel is 2 units of traffic streams. There are 
three connection requests: (A, B), (B, C) and (A, C) with 
each requiring one unit of traffic stream. There are two 
di&mt ways of aggregating traffic and assigning lightpath 
The first assignment is shown in Fig. 1 (a). Three lightpaths 
AB, BC and AEDC are set up and 6 transceivers are needed. 
Tho second solution is to groom the traffic of (A, C )  into 
lightpaths AB and BC, as shown in Fig. I (b). Let (A, B) 
share the lightpath and Uansceiven with (A, C) f" A to B. 
Similarly, let (B, c)  share the lightpath and transceivers with 
(A, C) f" B to C. The second solution requires only 2 
lightpaths to be set up, and 4 transceivers are needed. This 
example shows if we can groom the traffic and assign the 
lightpath appropriately, the cost of the network will be 
deaeased. 

In M c  emomina. we have two D X U I I ~ ~ ~ I S  to ontimizC: 

@) Soluthn 2 

multiplexers) used in the ring network. With optical network 
topologies evolving h m  rings to meshes, traffic grooming in 
other topologies is becoming more and more important. A 
fnu papers consider traffic gooming in mesh networks. In [4] 
they formulate the traffic gmoming problem as a special case 
of the multi-commodity flow problem. 

minimizing the number of wavelengihs and minimibg the 
number of IransceNers. We may not be able to always find an 
optimal solution for both parsmeters. 
This paper is organized into the following sections. A 

problem statement of the traffic Doming in mesh optical 
networks and an ILP formulation are presented in section 11. 
The BI paradigm is described m section In. Section IV 
proposes a heuristic using the BI paradigm for the traffic 
grooming problem in mesh networks. Numerical results are 
presenfed in section VI. Section VI1 concludes the paper. 
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II. PROBLEM STATEMENT AND ILP 
FORMULATION 

In [4], an ILF' formulation was proposed for tht: traffic 
gwming problem in WDM mesh networks. It treats the 
problem as a special case of a multi-mmmodity flow problem. 
However, Cis model assumes there are always enough 
number of wavelengths and focuses on the minimization of 
eansceivers. 

In mis section, an integer linear program (ILF') fomaulation 
is developed for the exact solution of the tnrffic gmming 
problem in WDM mesh networks, aiming at miniimidng the 
mst of both eansceivm and wavelengths. The o v d l  
network mst is given by, 

Cost =C, IT t+CW I W I 
where C, and Cw are the cost of each transceiver and 

wavelength, respectively. IT1 is the number of iquired 
transceivers and IWI is the number of required wavelengths. 
Since the number of transceivers employsd m ihe network 
only depends on the virmal topology, thnt is, the number of 
lightpab set up on the physical links and a lightpnfh needs 
two transceivers for its so-me no& and destination node, we 
have 

/U/ is the number of lightpath. So the mst equ3ti011 we try 
to minimize can be changed to 

2 l P I = I T l  

Cost =2c, I PI +CW 1 W I 
We extend the formulation in [4] to present a unified L P  

framework. We a s " e  a mnncction can travese multiple 
lightpal& before it -hes the destination. Traffic requests 
can be m d  by the number of unit traffic streruns. For 
example, ifthe unit traffic stream is an OC-1 connection and 
the lightpath capacity is OC-48, we say the lightpati has 48 
unit traffic streams Notice the lightpath and traffic streams 
are all full duplex in OUT model and all the lightpahs have the 
same capacity. 

Let G = G (N, 4 W) be the nehvork graph consisting of 
l i i  Is A ,  with LA1 = L and nodes n e N .  IVq is the 
number of wavelength PS fiber. We assume all linlrs in the 
network have the m e  numba of fibers and wavelengths. 
Given: 
"iepair Z = { ( Z ~ , Z ~ ) E  N X N ] , V Z = ( Z , , ~ , ) G Z  

Tram Marfir sa Traffic requesS 'G are 
represented by the l N l X l N l  matrix T = [ T , ] .  :P, is the 
number of unit traffic strcams between node pair z. 

Connecfionpath set A path is a set of physical links 
from source node to destination n& without an:{ c)cles. 

= { p  : zI + z2} denotes the set of path mnneciing the 
node pair z. 

Variables: 
HrtualtbpoIogymaaix V = [ V z ]  , V, denotes the 
number of lightpab set up between node pair z 

T m m  ~ O U &  on Egh@aths A: Vi, j e  N and ZE Z I 

A! equals the number of tramc streams of z that are routed 
"ugh lightpnths from i to j. 

Because of the wavelenglh continuity mnstraint, a lightpath 
must occupy the same wavelength on all the fiber links it 
traverses if there is no mnverter. Therefore, the number of 
wavelengths required is qual to the total number of 
distinguished wavelengths used in the network by at least one 
lightpath. Here we assume W wavelengths are available at 
each link. The problem of minimizing the mst oftransceivers 
and wavelmgths without wavelengb conversion can be 
formulated as follows: 

M i x  Cost = 2C, I LP I +CW I W, I 
Subjectto 

&", = ' VZ€ Z,Vpe P,,VW€ w (1) 

c c s,.,, = v, 3 z (2) 

W {:, 
-1 FE 

1, if l e p  
0, otherwiie 

I ( l s p ) =  

U(w)= V w s W  {: 
(3) 

(4) 
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Equation ( I ) ,  if (p, w) is selected as an active lighqatb, 
fl , , , ,  isequdto 1;othenviseitisequdtoo. 

Equation (2). given the virtual topology, V,  lightpath(s) will 
be assigned to each no& pair I with different wavelengths 
Equation (3), if 1 is a l i i  of p. it is equal to I ,  othenvise 0. 
Equation (4). if wavelength w is used by at least one liphaath, 
U ('w) is equal to I ;  otherwise it is equal to 0. 
Equation (S), each lightpath can carry at most c unit traffic 
streams. 
Equation (6). lightpath and traffic streams are fully duplex. 
Equation (7). For any node k in the network, the traffic 
flowing into it is equal to the traffic flowing out of it plus the 
traffic dropped at this node. 
Equation (8). lLpl is the total number of lighqaths set up in 
the network. 
Equation (9) is obvious, if wavelength w is used, U(w) must 
be I; othedse,  flp,wJ must be 0. 
Equation (IO), any wavelengm of any l i  can at most be 
used by any IighQath just once. 

It is well known that the complexity of optimal bffic 
grooming in ring networks is NP-Complete. Since ring 
networks are only a special case of mesh networks, it is easy 
to see that the optimal M c  grooming problem in mesh 
networks is NP-complete as well. Although we have this ILF' 
formulation, it becomes unmanageable even for a very small 
nctwork because of the exponentially increasing number of 
the variables and equations as the network size increases. As 
a result we have to resort to heuristics to obtain fast and 
practical solutions. In the next section, we fvst introduce the 
Blocking Island Paradigm as an efficient mechanism for 
resource allocation in communication networks. Then we 
propose a heuristic using this paradigm to solve the traffic 
grooming problem in mesh networks. 

HI. BLOCKING ISLAND PARADIGM 

Developed fiom Artificial Intelligence, namely conslraint 
satisfaction and abstraction and the theory of phase m i t i o n ,  
the BI (blocking island) [7] provides an efficient way of 
abstracting resources (especially bandwidth) available in a 
communication network. In particular, BI clusters parts of the 
network according to the bandwidth availability. A b-BI for a 
no& x is the set of all nodes of the network that can be 
reached f" x using links with at least b available bandwidth 
(Fig. 2). 

We assume all demands are unicast and the only QoS 
parameter taken into account is bandwidth The network 
phFical topology consists of V nodes arbibarily connected 
by L bi-directional links. We model it as a network graph 
c-(v, L). Fig. 2 depicts such a network graph. 

A request is defined by a triple: d,,=(&,yu,Bu), where xu and 
y. arc distinct nodes of the network and 6. is the bandwidth 

requirement. p-Bl has some very useful properties. Below 
we list a few without proof(for a p m f ,  see [7]). 
U n W  there is one and only one 8-BI for a node. Thus if S 
is the B-BI for a node, S is the 6-BI for every node in S. 
PurtitiOn 6-Bl induces a partition ofnodes in a network, 
Route &st" give a request d.=(x.,y&.), it can be 
satisfied if and only if the node x. and y. are in the same B.- 
BI. 
Indusion If Bi<pj, the &BI for a node is a subset of the Or 
BI for the same node. 

W 
Fig. 2. A network topology (NSFNet). N,=(VI, V2, 
V3, V4) is the 40-blocking island (40-81) for node 
VI. 

Using the concept P-Bl, we ean construct a recursive 
decomposition of Blocking Island Graphs in decreasing order 
of Bs, e.g., 6,+3z ...+.. We call this layered smcture of 
Blocking Island Graphs a Blocking Island Hierarchy (BM). 
The most kquent operation in this process is to consmct a 
BIG according to a certain B. It is obtained with a simple 
greedy a lgo r ih .  Starting with an arbitrary node x, we add 
all the nodes which can be reached by links with at least B 
available bandwidth to form a B-BI. Then starting with 
another arbitrary node tbat is not in the previous O-Bis, we 
repeal the process until all the nodes in the network are 
included in one of the &Bk. The complexity of conshucting 
BIG is O(m) [7], where m is the number of links in the 
network. 

BI is a natural absiraction of network resources. A B-BIG 
allows us to get a clear picture about the network load as 
nodes and links with enough resources are hidden behind an 
absfract node. In particular. bonlenecks are identified by the 
interlinks between Blocking Islands. 

IV. TRAFFIC GROOMING ALGORIMM 

In this section, wepmposc a new traffic grooming heuristic, 
using the BI paradigm, for mesh networks. The goal of the 
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algorithm is to maximize the throughput subject to the 
constraint of mce ive r s  and wavelengths. 

Before desnibing the algorithm we Iirst introduce a BIG 
(Blocking Island Graph) network model. Deline a network 
topology G (v, L, for a given WDM optical network, 
d e r e  Y is the set of nodes, L is the set of bidirectiontd links 
and Wis  the set of wavelengths per fiber link. Assume this is 
a single fiber network without wavelength converters. ‘fie set 
of wavelengths on each fiber link is the same. Each 
connection request needs to be allocated over a mute and 
assigned one wavelength. The network can be abstracted into 
I W/ blocking island ~raphs (BIGS). Each BIG starts with one 
Blocking island @I) representing a wavelength and lllls the 
same topology as the original WDM optical network. So the 
BIG network model, BIG (m,, m2, ... mJ on be olmined 
from a given network topology G as follows. The topologyof 
Gisreplieated/W/times denoted bym,, m2, ... mid, Ea:hBIG 
mb h i c b  is made of one BI at the beginni i  represents a 
wavelength and the link capacity is 1. 

The basic idea behind the proposed approach to mffic 
grooming and wavelength assignment is as follows: first, we 
q to group traffic requests for each no& pair z to wnsmct 
as few new requests R, as possible. The upper bound of R, is 
equal to the capacity of a lightpath. Second, given the new 
request set PJ. we do the routing and wavdength 
assignment using the BI-RWA algorithm proposed in [3]. 
Notice in the original BI-RWA, we only consider the 
wavelength e o n s ~ t  So we should add the kamceiver 
constraint into it, judging if there are enough transceivm in a 
source node and a destination node for each lightpath. Thud, 
we mute the rest of the blocked requcsis on the virtual 
topology consixucted in the second step. 

To facilitate the dwiption of the algorithm, we use 
T,=(f, 2 ,  .._ f,J to denote the aggregate tramc tiom node i 
to node j .  f, &notes one connection request from node i to 
no& j. 
STEP 1: Traffic Packing 

In this step, we try to pack the aggregakd traffic nquests 
for each node pair z into as few new requests R, as possible 
with each R, having the capacity of a lightpath. Notice this is 
actually a Binpacking problem: 
Input: a set of n traffic requests for no& pair :L with 
bandwidth requirement d;, d2 ... d.. A set of bins: (new 
requests Ra) with the capacity of a Sightpath: C. 
Problem: how do we pack n traffic requests using the fewest 
numberofb.  

The Bin-Packing problem is a classical problem. There are 
many algorithms available. For a detaiied description, please 
refer to [E]. 
STEP 2: BI-RWA with Transceiva Constraint 

AAR the traffic packing, we get the new request se1 R, for 
each node pair z. Construct a new set 

R ={re  R, I ZE Z}as the incoming traffic request r e t  
I .  Transform the network topology into a BIG model. 

2. Order all the connection requests R in decreasing length of 
their MNH (Minimum Number ofllops) distance. 
3. Select an unallocated request r, R = R-(r). If the request 
setR is empty then go to 7. 
4. Use the Route Existmce propnty and the number of 
transceivas on each node to check if all the requestr in R can 
be satisfied individually. If it can, assign the request r to 
every blocking island and go to 5 .  If it can’t, put the request r 
into blocked request list and go to 3. 
5 .  Now we have a set of candidate routes in different BIGS. 
Compute the splitting number for each route and the most 
loaded link for each route. Find one with the minimum 
splitting number and the least &,most loaded” link subject to 
the transceiver availability. 
6. Get the route and corresponding wavelength. Reconsmct 
the BIGS. 
7. If the request set is empty, output the result. 

The splitting number for a route means the number of 
blocking islands that will be newly generated if the route is 
removed from the current blocking island. The “most loaded 
link” for a mute means in a mute the most wavelengths in 
this link have been used. Also here we assume traffic is static. 
Our goal is to maximize the number of accepted requests 
given a fied number of wavelengths per fiber link and a 
ked number oftransceivers 00 each node. 

If there are enough resomes in the network, every 
connection will be satisfied with a single hop lightpath. If 
there are not enough resources, we may not be able to meet 
every connection request. Based on the vimal topology 
generated in step 2, we carry out the muting using the spare 

STEP 3. Virtual Topology Routing 
Update the virtual traffic topology based on the lightpaths 

set up in step 2. Transform the connection request in the 
blocked request list into their original form. After ordering 
the bandwidth requirement of each request, we do the routing 
on the virmal to~oloav. by trying to fit into as much traffic as 

capacity. 

. -. . . -  
possible. 

V. NUMERICAL RESULTS 

The performance of the propoposed algorithm is evaluated on 
NSFNet shown in Fig 2, which bas 14 nodes and 21 links. 
We employ the random aaffic model proposed in [SI to 
generak our incoming traffic matrices.’In our case, we 
assume the capacity of each lightpath is OC-48, and allow the 
mffic bandwidth requests to be any of OC-I. OC-3, OC-6. 
OC-I2 and OC-24. The hamc matrices are generated as 
follows: 1) The number of OC-l connection requests between 
each no& pair are generated as a uniformly distributed 
random number be” 0 and 48; 2) The number of OC-3 
connection requests between each no& pair are generated as 
a uniformly distributed random number between 0 and 16; 3) 
The number of OC-6 connection requests between each node 
pair are generated as a uniformly distributed random number 
between 0 and 8; 4) The number of OC-I2 connection 
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requests between each node pair are genaated BS a uniformly 
dimibuted random number between 0 and 4; and 5 )  The 
number of OC-24 wnnection requests between each node 
pair arc generated as a uniformly disuiiuted random number 
between 0 and 2. 

* t t * ‘ & I  * *  

m .”” 
* 8 l  

Fig. 3. Network throughput versus the number 
ofwavelengths with 8 transceivers at each node 

clustering technique called Blocking Island, we propose a 
new heuristic for fraflic grooming in mesh networks. In the 
Simulation, given there is no wavelength conversion, 
expeimental rsults demonstrate ow algorithm performs 
better than MST and MRU when the number of transceivers 
is fixed. 
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in brdering. MST orders the ”&on requests according to 
the aggegaie uaffic between node pairs. MRU ordm the 
wmation r e q u m  acwrding to the value of T(s, d)iH(i d). 
TO, d) denotes the aggregated Uaffic between node s and d .  
H(s, d) denotes the hop distance on the phrsical topology 
between no& pairs and d. 

Fig.) compares the results of the three heuristic algorithms 
BI, MST and MSU. Notice no wavelength conversion is 
available in our simulation. Given the fixed number of 
transceivers, Fig.3 shows the relationship between the 
amount of accepted traffic and the number of wavelengths. 
The results indicate that the performance of the BI heuristic is 
the bst ,  followed by MRU and then MST. Since the number 
of transceivns is limited, when the number of wavelengths 
reaches certain value (around 12 in the simulation), the 
number of transceivers becomes the bottleneck and the 
network throughput “ops increasing. Note that BI algorithm 
can efficiently utilize wavelength, so a request is m m  likely 
to be accepted comparing to the other two heuristics. 

VI. CONCL.USION 

In this paper we studied the problem of traffic p m i n g  in 
mesh networks. An ILP formulation to minimize the network 
wst (fransceivers and wavelength) is presented. Inspired bya 
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